Abstract-In this paper, we investigate the problem of lazy safety controllers synthesis for event-based symbolic models of incrementally stable switched systems with aperiodic time sampling. First of all, we provide a novel event-based scheme for symbolic models design. The obtained symbolic models are computed while considering all transitions of different durations satisfying a triggering condition. In addition, they are related to the original switched system by a feedback refinement relation and thus useful for control applications. Then, using the particular structure of the obtained event-based symbolic model, a lazy safety controller is designed while choosing transitions of longest durations. Secondly, for the same state sampling parameter and desired precision, we show that the obtained event-based symbolic model is related by a feedback refinement relation to the classical symbolic model designed for incrementally stable switched systems with periodic time sampling. Based on this relationship, we prove analytically that the size of the set of controllable states obtained with the lazy safety controller designed for an event-based symbolic model is larger than the one obtained with a safety controller designed for the classical symbolic model. Finally, an illustrative example is proposed in order to show the efficiency of the proposed method and simulations are performed for a Boost DC-DC converter structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Switched systems have attracted a wide interest of the control community during the last decades [9] . The heterogeneous nature of this class of hybrid systems renders their study more complex and thus limits the investigated problems to stability and stabilization [12] , [7] . Recently, several approaches based on the use of symbolic models, also called discrete abstractions, for controller design have been proposed [13] . These studies have been motivated by technology advances which demand that more complex control objectives like safety properties, language and logic specifications be considered. Moreover, the use of discrete abstraction for control design becomes more interesting when the obtained symbolic model is finite. Indeed, in this case, the problem of controller design can be efficiently solved *This work has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation program (grant agreement No 725144). This research has been partially supported by Labex DigiCosme (project ANR-11-LABEX-0045-DIGICOSME) operated by ANR as part of the program "Investissement d'Avenir" Idex Paris Saclay (ANR-11-IDEX-0003-02). 1 using the mature methods obtained for supervisory control design for discrete-event systems.
Based on the Lyapunov theory, several constructive approaches of symbolic models for incrementally stable switched systems have been proposed last years. For instance, we can cite the work proposed in [6] where a symbolic model has been designed using both state and time discretization. In that paper, the obtained symbolic model is related to the original system by an approximate bisimulation relation.
Here, we are interested in lazy safety controllers synthesis for symbolic models of switched systems with aperiodic time sampling. First of all, we provide a novel event-based scheme for symbolic models design. Contrarily to the event-based symbolic approach proposed in [8] where only transitions of shorter durations are considered, here the symbolic model is computed while considering all transitions of different durations satisfying a triggering condition. In this paper, we show that the obtained symbolic abstraction is related to the original switched system by a feedback refinement relation [11] and is thus useful for control applications. Then, using the particular structure of the obtained event-based symbolic model a lazy safety controller that keeps the trajectory of the closed-loop system in the safe set while choosing transitions of longest durations is designed. Secondly, for the same sampling state parameter and desired precision, we show that the obtained event-based symbolic model is related by a feedback refinement relation to the classical symbolic model designed for switched systems with periodic time sampling. Based on this relationship, we provide an analytic proof of the fact that the set of controllable states obtained with a safety controller designed for the classical symbolic model with a periodic time sampling is included in the one obtained with the lazy safety controller designed for the event-based symbolic model. This result has not been shown in the literature.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the class of switched systems under study is described and some required preliminaries and definitions are provided. A novel event-based scheme for symbolic models design for incrementally stable switched systems is proposed in Section III. In addition, a feedback refinement relation from the obtained event-based symbolic model to the classical symbolic model designed for incrementally stable switched systems with periodic time sampling is provided in the same section. In Section IV, a lazy safety controller is designed for the event-based symbolic model. Moreover, using the result obtained in Section III, we provide analytic proof of the fact that the set of the controllable states obtained with the lazy safety controller is larger than the one obtained with a safety controller designed for the classical symbolic model. In Section V, an illustrative example is proposed in order to show the efficiency of the proposed method and simulations are performed for a Boost DC-DC converter structure. Section VI ends the paper with concluding remarks. Due to space constraints, The proofs for the lemmas and theorems can be found in the appendix of the online version of this paper 1 .
Notations.: In this paper we use the notations R, R + 0
and R + to refer to the set of real, non-negative real, and positive real numbers, respectively. Z, N, and N + refer to the sets of integers, of non-negative integers and of positive integers, respectively. card(S ) refers to the cardinal of a set S . x denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector x ∈ R n and x (i) refers to its i-th row. A continuous function γ is said to belong to class K if it is strictly increasing and γ(0) = 0. It is said to belong to class K ∞ if γ is K and γ(r) goes to infinity as r tends to infinity. A continuous function β :
for any fixed r, the map β (., s) belongs to the class K , and for each fixed s the map β (r, .) is strictly decreasing and β (r, .) goes to zero as s tends to infinity.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System description
In this paper we consider the class of switched systems defined as follows:
Definition 1: A switched system is a quadruple Σ = (R n , P, P, F), where:
• R n is the state space;
• P is the finite set of modes P = {1, . . . , m};
• P is a subset of S(R + 0 , P) which denotes the set of piecewise constant and right continuous functions σ from R + 0 to the finite set of modes P, with a finite number of discontinuities on every bounded interval of R + 0 . This guarantees the absence of Zeno behaviors.
• F = { f 1 , . . . , f m } is a collection of vector fields indexed by P. The continuous subsystems Σ p of the switched system Σ are defined by the following differential equation:
We assume that for all p ∈ P the vector field f p : R n → R n is locally Lipschitz continuous map and forward complete. Under this assumption, solutions of (1) are unique and defined for all t ∈ R + 0 . Necessary and sufficient conditions for forward completeness of a system have been provided in [2] . From now on, x(t, x, σ ) will denote the point reached by the trajectory of Σ at time t ∈ R + 0 from the initial state x under the switching signal σ . 1 Available at: https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-02054930v1
B. Incremental stability of switched systems
In order to construct symbolic models for switched systems, we use the notion of incremental stability [1] , [6] . Loosely speaking, incremental stability means that independently of their initial states, all the trajectories induced by the same switching signal converge to the same reference trajectory. In [6] , the notion of incremental stability of switched systems has been characterized using Lyapunov functions as follows:
Definition 2: A smooth function V : R n × R n → R + 0 is a common δ -GUAS Lyapunov function for system Σ if there exist K ∞ functions α, α and κ ∈ R + such that for all x, y ∈ R n , for all p ∈ P
and
In the sequel we assume that: A-1 There exists a common δ -GUAS Lyapunov function V :
Assumption A-2 has been already used in [6] . It has been shown that this assumption is satisfied provided that the dynamics of the switched system are considered on a compact set S ⊂ R n and the Lyapunov function V is of class C 1 on S . In this case, we have
with c = max
. Thus, (4) is verified for linear K ∞ function given by γ(s) = cs. Moreover, note that for all x ∈ R n we have V (x, x) = 0, then
for all x, y ∈ R n . Thus, considering that the right inequality in (2) holds with α = γ does not induce any loss of generality.
C. Transition systems
In what follows, we recall the concept of transition systems that allows to describe both switched systems and symbolic models in the same framework:
Definition 3: A transition system is a tuple T = (Q,U, O, ∆) where Q is a set of states, U is a set of inputs, O is a set of outputs, and ∆ ⊆ Q ×U × Q × O is a transition relation. T is said to be metric if the set of outputs O is equipped with a metric d such that
symbolic if Q and U are finite or countable sets. In this paper, (q , o) ∈ ∆(q, u) will denote the transition (q, u, q , o) ∈ ∆. This means that under the input u the trajectory of the transition system starting from the state q will evolve to the state q while providing the output o. Here, we consider that the set of initial states for the transition system coincide with the set of states Q. Given a state q ∈ Q, an input u ∈ U is said to belong to the set of enabled inputs, denoted by Enab ∆ (q), if ∆(q, u) = / 0. A state q ∈ Q is said to be blocking if Enab ∆ (q) = / 0, it is said non-blocking otherwise. T is said to be deterministic if for all q ∈ Q and for all u ∈ Enab ∆ (q), card(∆(q, u)) = 1, nonblocking if all its states are non-blocking. In this paper, only deterministic transition systems are considered.
The dynamics of the switched system (1) can be described by a transition system. Indeed, to the switched system Σ = (R n , P, P, F) we can associate the transition system T (Σ) = (Q,U, O, ∆) where Q = R n is the set of states, U = P × R + is the set of labels, O is the set of outputs, ∆ is the transition relation defined as follows: ∀q, q ∈ Q, ∀(p, τ) ∈ U, ∀o ∈ O, (q , o) ∈ ∆(q, (p, τ)) if and only if x(τ, q, p) = q and o = q, i.e., when the mode p is active for a duration τ, the trajectory of the switched system Σ starting from q evolves to the state q . Note that the transition system T (Σ) is not symbolic (U and Q are not finite sets).
In order to design symbolic models for switched systems, we consider the ε-approximate feedback refinement relation. This relation is a simulation relation and it is suitable for controllers design.
Definition 4:
, with i = 1, 2 be two metric transition systems with the same input set U and the same output set O equipped with the metric d. Let ε > 0 be a given precision. A relation R ⊆ Q 1 × Q 2 is said to be an ε-approximate feedback refinement relation from
and for all q 1 ∈ Q 1 ∃q 2 ∈ Q 2 , such that (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R. When ε = 0, R is said to be a feedback refinement relation.
D. Safety controller synthesis
Let the transition system T = (Q,U, O, ∆) and Q s ⊆ Q be a safe set. We consider the synthesis problem that consists in determining a controller that keeps the states of the system inside the set of safety specification Q s . For the system T and the set Q s , a state q ∈ Q s is controllable if there exists an infinite sequence of transitions of T initialized in q and remaining in Q s for all time. This set can be formally defined as follows.
Definition 5: A state q of a deterministic transition system T is controllable with respect to the safe set Q s if q ∈ Q s and for all r ∈ N + , there exists a sequence of inputs u 0 , . . . , u r with (q i+1 , o i+1 ) ∈ ∆(q i , u i ) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, where q 0 = q and q i ∈ Q s for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. The set of controllable states is denoted Cont(Q s ). Consider a transition system T = (Q,U, O, ∆), a controller for T is a map C : Q ⇒ U such that for all q ∈ Q, C (q) ⊆ Enab ∆ (q). We define the domain of the controller as dom(C ) = {q ∈ Q | C (q) = / 0}. The controlled transition system T /C is defined by the tuple T /C = (Q ∩ dom(C ),U, O, ∆ C ), where the sets U and O are inherited from the transition system T , and the transition relation is given by:
Definition 6: A safety controller for the transition system T and the safe set Q s satisfies:
(ii) for all q ∈ dom(C ) and for all u ∈ C (q), if (q , o) ∈ ∆ C (q, u), then q ∈ dom(C ). There are in general several controllers that solve the safety problem. A suitable solution to the safety problem is a controller that enables as many actions as possible. This controller C * is said to be a maximal safety controller, in the sense that for any other controller C and for all q ∈ Q, we have C (q) ⊆ C * (q). Given the set of controllable states Cont(Q s ), the maximal safety controller can be defined as follows:
Let us remark that for any safety controller C we have that dom(C ) ⊆ Cont(Q s ), while for the maximal safety controller C * , we have dom(C * ) = Cont(Q s ).
III. EVENT-BASED SYMBOLIC MODELS
Let Σ = (R n , P, P, F) be a switched system for which the switching is periodically controlled with a period τ * ∈ R + . Then, a transition system T τ * can be associated to Σ by selecting all its transitions of duration τ * > 0. The transition system T τ * = (Q τ * ,U, O, ∆ τ * ) is defined by:
• Q τ * = R n is the set of states;
• U = P × {τ * } is the set of inputs;
• O = R n is the set of outputs;
, p) and o 1 = x. In this context, an approach for designing approximately bisimilar symbolic models with T τ * (Σ) has been presented in [6] . This method is based on the approximation of the state space by the lattice:
where η ∈ R + is the state space sampling parameter. The quantizer Q η : R n → [R n ] η is defined by Q η (x) = q if and only if
It can be easily shown that for all
have been constructed as follows:
η is the set of states; • U = P × {τ * } is the set of inputs;
η (q, u) if and only if q = Q η (x(τ * , q, p)) and o 2 = q. It has been shown in [6] that if Assumptions A-1 and A-2 are satisfied and if for a desired precision ε ≥ 0 the state space sampling parameter η is such that η ≤ γ −1 ((1 − e −κτ )α(ε)), then T τ * (Σ) is ε-approximately bisimilar to T τ * η (Σ). Here, we are interested in the symbolic models construction for switched systems for which the switching does not occur periodically. This can be the case when fast switching is needed. In this case we assume that the transition duration can be chosen from a finite set of durations T N τ * = { τ * N , 2τ * N , . . . , τ * } where N ∈ N + is a subsampling parameter. To the switched system Σ = (R n , P, P, F), we associate the transition system T e = (Q e ,U e , O e , ∆ e ) where:
• Q e = R n is the set of states;
• U e = P × T N τ * is the set of inputs;
• O e = R n is the set of outputs;
• ∆ e ⊆ Q e ×U e × Q e × O e is the transition relation defined as follows: ∀x, x ∈ Q e , ∀(p, τ) ∈ U e , ∀o ∈ O e , (x , o) ∈ ∆ e (x, u) if and only if x(τ, x, p) = x , o = x. Let ε ∈ R + be the desired precision of the symbolic model. We first approximate the state space by the lattice [R n ] η where η ∈ R + , and we define the transition system T e η (Σ) = (Q e η ,U e , O e , ∆ e η ) where:
η is the set of states; • U e = P × T N τ * is the set of inputs;
• ∆ e η ⊆ Q e η × U e × Q e η × O e is the transition relation defined by: ∀q, q ∈ Q e η , ∀u = (p, τ) ∈ U e , ∀o ∈ O e , (q , o) ∈ ∆ e η (q, u) if and only if
where
and q = Q η (x(τ, q, p)), o = q.
One can easily check that the obtained symbolic model T e η (Σ) is deterministic.
One may remark that if the subsampling parameter is fixed to N = 1, then by computing T e η one retrieve the symbolic model T τ * η . Moreover, in this case, one can provide an ε-approximate bisimulation relation between T e η and T e [6] . Here, we are interested in the case where N ≥ 1 such that the symbolic model allows all the transitions of durations τ ∈ T N τ * satisfying (10) . In this case, we are able to provide an ε-approximate feedback refinement relation from T e to T e η which is useful for control design. This is shown in the following Theorem.
Theorem 1: Consider a switched system Σ and assume that A-1 and A-2 hold. Let us consider a desired precision ε > 0 and a state sampling parameter η > 0 such that
Then, the relation
is an ε-approximate feedback refinement relation from T e to T e η .
Note that the result of Theorem 1 is constructive. For a desired precision ε > 0 and a chosen state sampling parameter η satisfying (11), the transitions durations can be computed numerically while computing the symbolic model since they correspond to the values of τ ∈ T N τ * for which the function g changes sign. Contrarily to the event-based scheme for symbolic models design proposed in [8] where the symbolic model is designed while choosing only transitions of shorter durations, the proposed symbolic model proposed above provides all the transitions with durations τ ∈ T N τ * satisfying (9)-(10).
The choice of the state sampling parameter η in (11), provide us with a useful property relating the event-based symbolic model proposed above and the symbolic model obtained with a fixed time sampling period proposed in [6] . This property is shown in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: Consider a switched system Σ and assume that A-1 and A-2 hold. Let ε > 0 be a desired precision and η > 0 a state sampling parameter such that
is a feedback refinement relation from T e η to T τ * η . One may remark that a direct consequence of Lemma 1 is the fact that the event-based symbolic model T e η is nonblocking. Indeed, any transition of the transition system T τ * η is a transition of the symbolic model T e η . The result of Lemma 1 is very interesting in the sense that any controller C τ * designed for T τ * η is a controller for T e η . This is utilized to prove the main result of the next section.
IV. LAZY COMPUTATION OF SYMBOLIC SAFETY
CONTROLLERS
Motivated by the properties of the event-based symbolic model proposed above and inspired from the self-trigger control strategy where the controller determines the mode of the switched system and the duration during which the mode is active [3] , this section is dedicated to the synthesis of lazy safety controllers for event-based symbolic models. Here, using Lemma 1, we show that the size of the set of controllable states obtained with a safety controller designed for a symbolic model with a periodic time sampling is included in the set of controllable states obtained with a lazy safety controller designed for the event-based symbolic model.
The classical approach to compute the maximal safety controller C * is based on a fixed point algorithm [13] . However, the computational complexity grows exponentially with state and input spaces dimension. A lazy safety controller is a controller that keeps all trajectories of the transition system within the safe set, while applying for each state a transition of longest possible duration. For this reason, we introduce a priority relation over the set of inputs, for which we give priority to transitions of longer duration. For u 1 = (p 1 , τ 1 ) ,
First, we define a lazy safety controller. Definition 7: A lazy safety controller for the transition system T and the safe set Q s is a safety controller such that (i) for all q ∈ dom(C ), if u ∈ C (q), then for any u ∈ Enab(q) with u ≺ u , (q , o) = ∆(q, u ), it holds that q / ∈ dom(C ). Secondly, let us recall the notion of maximal lazy safety controller introduced in [5] :
Definition 8: A maximal lazy safety controller for the transition system T = (Q,U, O, ∆) and safety specification Q s is a safety controller C l : X ⇒ U such that:
• all controllable states are in dom(C l ):
• for all states q ∈ dom(C l ):
, it holds that u ∈ C l (q) if and only if q ∈ Cont(Q s ). It was shown in [5] , that if the set of inputs is finite and equipped with a priority relation, then there exists a unique maximal lazy safety controller. Interestingly, the domain of the maximal lazy safety controller satisfies dom(C l ) = dom(C * ) = Cont(Q s ). An algorithm for synthesizing the maximal lazy safety controller was given in [5] , it is based on depth first search, where transitions of higher priority are explored first. While in classical safety fixed points algorithms [13] the abstraction needs to be pre-computed, in the lazy algorithm the abstraction is computed on-the-fly [10] . The maximal lazy safety controller is a compromise between permissiveness and computational complexity, and represents a suitable solution when computational resources are not sufficient to use classical safety algorithms.
Given a switched system Σ and its periodic and eventbased abstractions T τ * η (Σ) and T e η (Σ), and given a safety specification Q s . Our objective is to provide a theoretical comparison between the maximal safety controller for T τ * η (Σ) and Q s , and the maximal lazy safety controller for T e η (Σ) and Q s . Interestingly, we show that the size of the set of controllable states obtained with the lazy safety controller of the event-based symbolic model is much larger than the one of the safety controller designed for the symbolic model with periodic time sampling.
Theorem 2: Let the transition systems T τ * η (Σ) and T e η (Σ) for which (11) holds. Consider the safety specification Q s ⊆ Q τ * η = Q e η . Let C * e : Q e η ⇒ U e η be a maximal safety controller for T e η (Σ) and safety specification Q s , C l e : Q e η ⇒ U e η be a maximal lazy safety controller for T e η (Σ) and safety specification Q s , and C * τ * : Q e η ⇒ U e η be a maximal safety controller for T τ * η (Σ) and safety specification Q s . Then, for all q ∈ Q e η , C *
(16) A direct implication of Theorem 2, is that any transition allowed by the maximal safety controller designed for a symbolic model with periodic time sampling is also enabled by the lazy safety controller designed for an event-based symbolic model. Thus, the size of the set of controllable states obtained with a lazy safety controller designed for an event-based symbolic model is much larger compared to the one obtained with a safety controller designed for a classical symbolic model. One may remark also that we can not compare with the symbolic model with a periodic time sampling τ * N , since the systems T e η (Σ) and T τ * N η (Σ) did not have the same state space (T e η (Σ) is constructed using a discretization parameter η = γ −1 ((1 − e −κτ * )α(ε)) and T τ * N η (Σ) is contructed using the discretization parameter η = γ −1 ((1 − e −κτ * N )α(ε))).
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
We consider the boost DC-DC converter which is mathematically modeled as a switched affine system given by:
T is the state vector with i l (t)
is the current in the inductor and v c is the voltage in the capacitor, b and A p , p ∈ {1, 2} are matrices of appropriate dimension and the numerical values of their parameters have been provided in [4] . It has been shown in [6] the boost DC-DC converter is an incrementally stable system. In order to design our symbolic model we consider the Lyapunov function and the parameters provided [6] . We consider the time sampling parameter τ * = 0.5sec and the subsampling parameter N = 50. Let us consider a desired precision for the symbolic model as ε = 0.1 and the state sampling parameter is such that η = γ −1 ((1 − e −κτ * )α(ε)) = 9. symbolic controller is shown in Figure 1 . From Figures 2-3 , we can observe that the control objective is satisfied and the trajectories of the closed-loop system remain inside the safe set. We can see from Figures 2-3 that when the trajectory of the closed-loop system is far from the boundary of the safe set the time sampling parameter is equal to τ * and as the trajectory get closer to the unsafe set the sampling parameter becomes smaller (τ < τ * ) in order to allow fast switching and keep the trajectory in the safe set. Comparing Figures  2 and 1 , we can observe that all the transitions allowed by the safety controller designed for the symbolic model with a periodic time sampling are enabled by the lazy safety controller designed for the event-based symbolic model. It can be seen clearly that the size of the set of the controllable states obtained with the event-based approach is much larger than the one obtained with the classical abstraction method. This observations are consistent with the theoretical result.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a novel event-based scheme for symbolic models design. The obtained symbolic models have been shown to be related to the original switched system by a feedback refinement relation. Then, using the particular structure of the obtained event-based symbolic model, a lazy safety controller has been designed while choosing The sampling instants generated while computing the lazy safety controller; Switching signal generated by the lazy safety controller transitions of longest durations. We then prove analytically that the size of the set of controllable states obtained with the lazy safety controller designed for the event-based symbolic model is larger than the one obtained with a safety controller designed for the classical symbolic model has been provided. Finally, simulations have been performed for a Boost DC-DC converter structure in order to show the efficiency of the proposed method.
